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Forgiveness has been especially praised by our Lord as the virt ue that 
simulates man to God (Matthew 5: 43-48 ). One could wonder why this honor. 
We shall attempt to investigate this   quality by commenting  

ontology prevalent  ecclesiastical life and psychotherapeutic work. 
ProbabIy there is  need to explain why this emphasis we give today to for-
giveness: hardIy can we Iive a day without being involved  probIematic reIa-
tionships, while many suffer from the psychological complications stemming 
from their inability to fully forgive their parents, spouses, and significant others. 

The failure  forgiving is really remarkable, even among peopJe who 
strongly wish to forgive. The content of forgiveness remains difficult to be 
caprured, given that quite often we come upon a so-thought forgiveness or an 
unreliabIe one. Many faithfuls are willing to swear that they have forgiven 
completeIy the persons who offended them, but their forgiveness proves 
rather fragile under problematic circumstances, or merely under growth or 
passage of time. Psychoanalysis has contributed in the undoing of certainties 

 
by  -its' theory   defense mechanisms, suchlli;-
repression, denial , reaction formation, rationalization. 

Acrually many people, religious or not, persuade  that they 
have  whereas they have simply forgotten or do not hate. Is it ade-
quate? What is forgiveness at long last?  which theoretical basis can it be 
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considered as a va!ue? Is ineffectiveness to forgive simp!y a matter of per-
sonaJ sinfulness and imperfection, or a shortcoming  which the collective 
ecc!esiastica! mentality contributes? And finally, why  

There  been  answers  this last question, which could be c!as-
sified  the following groups: 

  if we are pragmatic and  we   

other choice  order to  our life tum into a jung!e. 
 out of empathic mutuality: we remember our own sins and 

faults so we find  fond of being  too. 
 as a source of inner peace: we  to  as a way to find 

relief and serenity; if not we are those who shall pay the price. 
 three types of  can be found  religious as well.  fourth one 

is present only  them: submission to Lord's commandment. We  

because God ordered us to do so. Very often all four are enhanced by spiritu-
a! fathers . A!though they are not  and useless, but observe 
tal stages,  they promote forgiveness out of the motivation to more  Iess 
profit.  find it appropriate for Christian spiritual life to search for a reason 
more elaborated theo]ogically than profit.  forgive out of what ontology? 

Another way to  this question is: which kind of bonds among 
humans should be  so that  comes naturally out of them? 
The issue becomes more criticaI  the light of the  of eastern spiri-
tuaJities into western psychotherapies. Especially  America therapists have 
amazingly surrendered to such bizarre  obscure or  dangerous religious 
ideas which carry their own interpersonaI  and this trend is being 
exported. Under these ontoIogies forgiveness can be seen as a way to restore 
the consequences of the  caIIed desire,  as a path to regain unity with the 

  as a means to increase  energy etc. 
 anthropocentric  of  constitute a challenge to the 

Orthodox psychotherapists, Jet alone the clergy. The idea, of course, is not to 
make our differentiation an end  itself (because we do not form our identi-
ty  as distinct from others) but to examine our theological 
resources and  from them . 

Before doing so  will start with Donald Winnicott and his remarkable 

1. Forgiveness has been correlated to development in  as Enright R.D., 
Santos M.J.D., AI-Mabuk R. (1989) The Ado/escent as Forgiver. "Journal of Adolescence", 
12, 95-11O.-Enright R.D., Gassin  Ching-Ru Wu (1992) Forgiveness: a 
Deve/opment View. "Joumal of Moral Education", v. 21, 2: 99-114. 
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thoughts  destructiveness. AJthough he develops them in an analytic con-
text,  think that they can be applied in in terpersonal relationships as well, 
because the same laws prevail. Thus he wr ites that   the  attack 
the subject has not a cleaI"and   idea about the object and that  why he 

    us of Saint John    who says : "During the night we 
 unable to discern even   frien d; the same happens with hostil it y... Also 

 wint er the clouds do not allow us to enjoy the beauty of the sky...   is 
the way    acts: it    views and voices.   if we put it aside we 
are able to see and Iisten   correct and fair thought".2These are vivid pic-

  to desaibe   imaginaIY domain. 
Winnicott    with a remark of teleological significance.   

is the    of the object that places the object outside the  of 
omnipotent  outside the realm of the subject's distorted  
perceptions; by doing so the subject is enabled to use the object  a func-
tional and constructive way. The necessary presupposition for this outcome 
is that the object sUTvives the attack. 

I t is interesting \vhat \Vinnicott means by this survival.  additio n  the 
idea that the attacked object must  be damaged- and more than  "sur-

   context means not Tetaliate" .4  the   that the victim 
 he remains entrapped into the attacker's imaginary net, into the 

unreal world of shadows; a genuine encounter has not yet taken place. The 
attack serves as an offeI"of the     to the otheI" to change   into 
a real relationship, as an atypical yeJI  need you". 

  people who hate and cause harm   to create a k ind of 
healthier relati onship. Unconsciously they wish to get rid of theiI" own pro-
jections into which they have been   and which    the reality and 
the other, therefore by attacking they give their victim the possibili ty to free 
himself of their own omnipo tellt imaginary control. WhetheI" it wi Jl happen 

 not depends  the victim 's reactio ll. Revenge of any type wiJl be a per-

2.  Da vid and Sau/, homil y 3'd, 5-6.   translation ). 
3. D.\V.\Vinnicott P/ay ing aJIdRea/i ly . Routledge, 1991 ,  90. 
4.     91. The author explains the same ideas  a different context, that of resi-

dential care for violent children: ''Your job is to slIrvi ve.  this setti ng the   survive 
means   only that   Iive throlIgh  and that you manage   to get damaged, but also 
that you are   provoked  vindictiveness. If you survive, then and then only you may 
fi ll d yolIrseIf used  quite a natural \vay by the child \vho is becoming a person and \vho is 
ne\vly able to make a gesture of a rather simplified loving      aJId 

 RolItIedge, 1994,  227). 
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fect failure . Impressive examples of sinners, torturers included, converting 
when they are granted a saint's forgiveness can be found  Church history. 

One cannot ignore the fact that Winnicott equates revenge  death. At 
the same  one cannot help but wonder: "What does it mean? Death  

which level? Psychological or ontological?" It is not the  time that 
Winnicott draws our attention  the convergence between psychological 
and ontological parameters. Obviously this is a death of psychological (more 
precisely: imaginary) nature: by undergoing vindictiveness the attacker gets 
assured of his killing power and the real world dies once more. At the same 
time the attacker confirms his wrong representations about his own psyche 
and personality, thus leaving his omnipotent fantasies intact.  his uncon-
scious imagination he has killed the victim.  addition to the patristic con-
text now we come upon a secular affirmation that lack of love is death. 

But this is the point for the extension. Although resentment and revenge 
often are accompanied by the dark burden of psychological death, that is, by 
a depressive core of the psyche or depressive equivalents, nevertheless  this 
context the problem is what we would call the ontological level of death, 
which is the absence of communion. Bible and Fathers agree  this, but  wilI 
deal with it shortly. 

The important issue here is that we may spiritua]]y die, not because of the 
attack, but because of our resentment and revenge. He who attacks may 
already be ontologica]]y dead ("Be merciful to the evil-doer because he 
destroys himself ... This is the nature of wickedness"),s but the victim 's ontolo-
gical death is not at the offender's hands; it depends absolutely  the victim 's 
will and spiritual confrontation.  the light of the mentioned above we seek 
a forgiveness which is neither reduced to condescension nor to extenuation. 

Theologica]]y this forgiveness blossoms out of the notion of communion . 
Based  the ground of the one and common nature of humanity, the Church 
always saw the very essence of being  communion, which is much more than 
relationship, the contemporary public obsession.6 Love substantializes the 
self because it fulfills the  of creation, which are the divine logoi, the pre-
conceived wi]] of God. 

The nowadays universal shift from the ontological  to the psycho-
logical prevalence almost deprived us of the receptors necessary to recognize 
the others as our own life. We  more  our lives  terms of commu-

5. Saint John Chrysostom, HOTnily  the 711 Psa/m, 6.  translation). 
6. Hopko,  cit. 
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nion , but  terms of individualistic criteria. This is,  my opinion, what makes 
forgiveness difficult today; compared to this personal narcissism (admittedly 
inflated in our years) contributes rather poorly . The harm is fed by factors 
aeting in a level not familiar any more because we Iost from our view the dis-
tinction between the psychological and the ontological level. The western 
subject faces discussions about ontological death as a foreign language; for 
him death and life are understood in tcrms of psychological experience. If  

feel alive  am alive; if  feel loving  am; if  feel peaceful  am etc. 
Adopting the psychological model and applying it  the Church betrays 

the theological truth of humanity. One may feel peaceful through various psy-
chological mechanisms he recruited, but one simultaneously may have not 
forgiven and remain alienated. Another may be sure that he loves but he 
achieved this "Iove" by disdaining or depreciating the poor sinner in a way 
similar  the Pharisee's.  help us assimiJatethe need for a deep unity Saint 
John of Sinai provided us with the following diagnostic criterion of forgive-
ness: "putrefaction will come not when you pray for the man who offended 
you, not when you give him presents , not when you invite him to share a meal 
with you, but  when,  hearing of some catastrophe that has affl icted him 

 body or soul, you suffer and you lament for him as if for yourself".7  other 
words, when you feel him as a part of yourself. 

With Incarnation Jesus Christ entered the human territory and became 
part of the human unity. Now our nature is bound to the Deity in Him. 
Starting from these two unities- the horizontal and the vertical- as a basis, 
Saint  explains why our Lord put as a presupposition of forgiving 
our sins the forgiveness we offer to our offenders. At a first glance it can be 
a paradox that we are taught to bring ourselves to God as models. His inter-
pretation  the Lord's prayer however sheds light to the question: 

 for God he makes himself an example of virtLle, if one can say this, 
and invites the inimitable to imitate him by saying, "Forgive our trespasses as 

_ _ _ _ -'w.:....:e"--'forgjve      ag.aiIJs..t lls", ... so as not to be '!Scllsed of div !.:-
ding nature by his free will  by separating himself as man from any 
other man. For since free will has been thus united to the principle  of 
nature, the reconciliation of God with nature comes about naturall y, for 
otherwise it is not possible for nature  rebellion against it self by free will to 
receive the   divine condescension. And it is perhaps for this rea-
son that God wants us first to be reconciled with each other, not to learn from 

7. TlIe LaddeJ" of Di vine Ascent. Paulist Press, 1982,  153. 
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us how 10 be reconciled with sinners and 10 agree 10 wipe away the penalty 
of their numerous and ugly crimes, but to purify us from the passions and 10 
show that the disposition of those who are forgiven accords with the state of 
grace. He has made  very clear that when the intention  has been 
united 10 the principle of nature, the free choice  of those who 
have kept it so will not be  conflict with God since nothing is considered 
unreasonable  the  of nature, which is as well a natural and a divine 
law, when the movement of free will is made  conformity with  ..  these 
words  makes us see how the one who does not perfectJy forgive 
those who offend him and who does not present to God a heart  of 
rancor and shining with the light of reconciliation with one's neighbor will 
lose the grace of the blessing for which he prays. Moreover, by a just judg-
ment, he will be delivered over 10temptation and 10evil  order 10 leam how 
to cleanse himself of his faults by canceling his complaints against  

This excerpt explains why petition for forgiveness precedes the one for 
redemption from temptation. But above all it interprets Lord's command: "First 
be reconciled 10 your brother  sister, and then come and offer your gift" 
(Matthew 5: 24). Obviously resentment disrupts the unity of human nature, so it 
is impossible 10 be united to God either,  matter how many prayers one 
recites,  how many good works one presents, unless one forgives. Unity with 
God takes place only   Who undertook human nature, so by resentment 

 hostility and the like we are separated by Him as well. We would be  by 
saying that a genuine forgiveness can sweep aJl sins and ]ead10 sa]vation, not by 
virtue of a moral  but because of its on1OlogicaJ potential. Fur-
thermore, Jesus asked for reconciJiation  order 10 offer the gifts to the Liturgy 
and 10participate  the  Communion. That is why it is caJled Communion. 

Some people find it enough for resentment the fact that the other is sim-
ply different. They cannot 10lerate difference although very often this differ-
ence was the basic motivation for closeness, as  maaiage. Saint Maximus 
here speaks about a "re]ational ]ogos"  ''!ogos of unity" of opposite-entities 
10 describe their implanted tension 10 unite; thus difference is secondary and 
serves unity.9 

 the  of Saint John of Sinai and Saint Maximus that  have quot-
ed it is implied that the necessity for forgiveness is founded  the need for 

8. Commentary on the  Father...", Maximus Confessor "Selected Writings", trans-
lation and notes by George C. Berthold. PauJist Press, 1985,  115-116. 

9. Varjous chapters, 2, 64, P.G. 90, 1244C. 
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unity of  common human nature and  its reception by Jesus Christ Who 
has now become  archetype.  loving us as members of His own flesh He 
indicates a quite new way of being which does not tolerate disruption. He intro-
duces a mentality that has forgiveness as its natural consequence.  is the same 
way of being that leads someone to pray for the other as if he was himself,  

to repent for the others' sins as if they were his own. Archimandrite Sophrony 
has commented  Lord's prayer at the night He was arrested and makes the 
important remark that everybody can imitate Christ in His prayer to the degree 
that he prays for the entire world and for forgiveness, viewing and feeling them 
as members of his own flesh. Father Sophrony adds that this is exactly the 
laity's priesthood, the fulfillment of human destination, the fullness of life.1O 

 strong temptation for all of us now is to ask how these constitutional 
ideas apply in today ecclesiastical practice.  my own experience  can see 
among clergy and laity vaIious subjective scales of virtues-corresponding to 
each one's private theology-amazingly coinciding in rating forgiveness very 
low in significance. People are not guided to love enemies and to accept 
opponents, to eagerly pray for others' salvation and to humbly examine 
themselves in the light of their opponents' blames; instead they enjoy easy 
access to HoJy Communion if they meet various rather triviaJ tasks, regard-
less of their masked indifference and disguised bitterness. Couples, families, 
friendships, kinship, teams, collaborations, the Church herself, all suffer from 
the feeling that the other is a threat, not a bJessing;  hell, not  heaven. 

What  find as a major reason for this failure is the pervading popularity 
of a kind of psychological  quite in concordance with the age of 
psychoJogism we are witnessing.  this distortion of spirituaJity what counts 
is feeling, not depth; the spiritual is defined as the pious experience, not as the 
structural truth.  this distinction  focus  the difference between the 
affect and the existential attitude; one can find either without the other. One 
peak of this discrepancy dwells  morbidly affective personalities who focus 

____-"'o-'-" a= of feelings and thusget deceived b)' them. This is a eculiarn....:: n  

kind of narcissism aJthough the subject may be devoted to religious works. 
ReverseJy it can be found in the phenomenon that Winnicott called false self, 
namely of the self who is alienated from his body, feeJings, desires, by infla-
ting his intellect (ratio). Usually they are religious types but in the deep onto-
logicallevel they are aJmost atheists; they denounce the core of the very reli-
giosity, which is communion, by their own seJf-sufficiency.  false seJf does 

10. We Shall See Him as He Is, (Greek edition,  377-389). 
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not need to forgive because he thinks he has  comp!aints  he has easi!y 
overcome them.  am afraid that spiritua! fathers are ill-prepared to identify 
a false seJf; rather they tend to get fascinated by it and 10 surrender to those 
really assiduous and cooperative Church members.1  

Psy chological spirituality is actua Ily a secular  an  

one which uses God as an alibi. The main motivation is thirst for power and 
God is considered as the best means for this. It does not care for the other and 
for love, but on!y for the se!f; if works of  are present they are reduced to 
extema! behavior. Father Thomas Hopko remarks: "The saints spe ak about 
spiritua! hedonism, where you want peace and joy, but you don't want rea!i-
ty. That 's why Saint Paul says that you can give your body to be burned, but 
if you have not !ove, you are nothing. Not only does  profit you nothing, you 
are nothing"I2 (l Cor. 13: 3). 

Forgiveness becomes a privileged  for reassessing the meanin g we 
give  spirituality. It forces us 10 decide whether we choose the individualism 
of psychoIogical experiences as our guide,  we align ourselves to the eccle-
sio!ogical virtue of !ove for a!l. Love is the essence of the Church because it 
is the ultimate qua!ity of God, His sing!e definition (l John 4: 8). Love is the 
on!y eschato!ogica! virtue, the on!y virtue that survives death and becomes 
the nature of the Kingdom to come. Thus the Church has been assigned the 
mission 10 revea! this Kingdom by the \vay she functions. Besides, this is the 
most effect ive way of witnessing about God  the wor!d, of persuading peo-
p!e that it is worthwhile. 

The mission is double . First , to preserve love among the members of the 
Church according 10 Jesus who decIared:  this everyone will know that 
you are my disciples, if you have !ove for one another" (John 13: 35). Second, 
to react with !ove and forgiveness 10 those who fight the Church  the Chri-

11. Spiritual fathers should be capable  discem harsh superego and its interference  

interpel'sonaI Iife, Iike illusions about inno cence of oneseJf  sadistic    toward the 
other. As Otto Kernberg writes, "the capacity to forgive others is usually a sign of a mature 

  stemming from having been able to recognize aggression and ambivalence  one-
self and from the reiated capacity to accept the ambivalence that is unavoidabIe  intimate 
relat ions. Authentic forgiveness is an   of a mature sense of morality, an accept-
ance of the pain that comes with the loss of illu sions about seJfand other, faith  the po ssi-
bility of thc recovery of trust , the possibili ty that love will be recreated and maintained  

spi tc of and beyond its aggressive componcnts. Forgiveness based  naivete  narcissistic 
grandiosi ty, however, has much Iess vaIuc  reconstructing the Iife of a couple.. ." (Love 
Relations. Y ale University Press, 1995,  103). 

12.0p.cit. 
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stians, as the Lord and the martyrs did: "Father, forgive them ; for they do  

know what they are doing" (Luke 23: 34). Actually Christ is the source of full-
ness of life; He js the Ljfe (John 14: 6) because He is the archetype of this sur-
vival, as He literally resurrected and forgave His persecu1Ors. Resurrection 
becomes the tangible sign , appro priate for this metaphorica! survival, con -
cerning the death we dealt before. 

Love for enemies makes the peak achievement of !ove enterprise. As met-
ropolitan John Zizioulas writes, "no other form of !ove is freer than this, and 

 other  of freedom is more suitable 10 be identified with love for ene-
mies Love which does  expect reciprocity is truly "grace", namely free-
dom On]y when love and freedom coincide there is cure. Love without 
freedom and freedom without Jove are pathological situations and need thera-

  Freedom can induce embarrassment 10 psychological schools, because 
it emerges exactly at the point where they end. Psychology and psychothera-

 have very little  say about freedom as they deal basically with psycho-
Jogical laws. However, they have a strong motivation for inner freedom as  

many therapies can be seen , a freedom from bad objects; actually this can be 
the best anthropocentric basis for forgiveness. 

Another interesting  is the impact which this Theology can have - and 
should have-  psychotherapy. As the latter has been declined  numerabJe 
cases  a support and justification of egoistic demands,  has reached the 
worst consequences of western individualistic tr adition . Many psychothera-
pies find  natural 10 devote  merely removing any gui!t and do  more 
than assuring the individuaI that he can ask for anything as far as he does  

harm any other; assertive training is often mistaken for this purpose. 
Psychotherapy runs the risk of becoming a pillar of consumerism, a part of 
the capitalistic system, trying 10 fill the psychic void, as with perspicacity 
Philip Cushman wrote.14 Moreover Paul vitz thoroughly criticized what he 
calls selfism, which he finds relevant 10 mora] egoism .15 They both fight an 

____            

With ecc!esio!ogica! ontology as a guide standards are  high, which can 

13. 5ickness and  in   Theology, "Theology and   in Dialogue" 
(proceedings  a conference,  Greek) , Apostoliki Di akoni a, 1999,  133-156.  

lation). 
14. Why the 5elf 1sEmpty :  a  Situated Psychology. Arnerican 

Psychologist. May 1990,  599-611 . 
15. Psychology as Religion: the Cul t of5elf-  2nd ed. W .  publ . comp. -

   Press, 1994. 
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be an explanation why very few persons meet the criteria for  forgiveness. 
Undoubtedly the  is real and the task will always be reached by few, 
but things become worse when Christians are not educated  give priority to 
such a spirituality.  ou are the salt of the earth; but if salt has  its taste, 
how can its saItiness be res1Ored?  is  longer good for anything, but is 
thrown out and trampled under foot" (Matthew 5: 13). Church life is rarely 
orientated 10 exercise unconditional love, which is its very essence; instead 
she frequently cultivates the pursuit of pious psychological experience. 

At the other hand, while pas10ring we should not apply this maximalistic 
Theology without taking under consideration the developmental level of the 
faithful, who may not be capable for assimilating this demanding spiritual 
food at once. Adjustment of spiritual diagnosis and guidance 10 each one's 
developmental stage is a basic principle of Church life and  indication of 
true careful love. Further research  the boundary between Theology and 
psychology is required 10 provide answers to questions like "why the indi-
vidualized variation of susceptibility 10 forgiveness?"  "why do some peo-
ple tend to behave more diSlllptively  spite of their intentions?"  "how 
could we integrate this Theology to therapy without superimposing it 10 the 
patient?" etc; obviously they cannot be elaborated  this introductory arti-
cle. Orthodox Theology should remain loyal 10 a constant dialogue with cur-
rent psychological   order to be abIe 10 fertilize them with a dif-
ferent morality, a process that will lead 10 their own evolution. 

The lack of an ontology of l0ve and unity,  psychotherapy becomes a 
handicap, but  spirituality makes a disaster. 1t creates a dissonance between 
will and the logos of human nature, so individuals remain split. Elements of 
this split should be traced  today pastorale and catechesis, so that ecclesias-
tical life can become healthier and more spiritual. At the other hand, ques-
tions of self-criticism should be put by therapists, as "what does therapy mean 

 terms of love?"  "which conception of human relationships is presup-
posed  order 10 promote forgiveness?"  "which aspects of Theology can 
psychological schools embody  order 10 be renewed?", so that the psy-
chotherapeutic work could be built  a more therapeuticaIIy influential the-
ory. As far as we are concerned about the future of psychologicaI theories and 
techniques, any convergence  the meaning of therapy should include the 
quest of unity and of nature of human bonds. And to the degree we care for a 
more reliable presence of the Church  society, an emphasis  the spiritua-

 of love and forgiveness is the undoubtedly solid ground, a real witness of 
Grace, a persuading indication of fullness of life. 


